
Results Achieved

0%
Declines in

Keywords Post-
Replatform

33%
Increase in
Daily Users

40%
Increase in

Organic Sessions

Our SEO team uses a three-pronged approach of content, link, and technical optimization to provide holistic site improvements for 

our clients. Our content specialist reviewed all of RuggedMade’s website copy, thoughtfully crafted new copy where needed, and 

enhanced existing copy to ensure the site’s content was fully optimized. Our technical analyst shared relevant user experience 

(UX) best practices to implement. The team also mapped hundreds of 301 redirects to ensure link equity wouldn’t be lost.  

ROI in Action

Multiple teams at RuggedMade had a hand in the replatform. The brand’s website includes not only eight major categories of 

products but also educational videos and lifestyle content to display their passion for helping customers tackle the tough stuff.  The 

RuggedMade team was already working with ROI Revolution on paid search advertising and product feed optimization, and 

turned to our SEO experts to ensure organic performance wouldn’t decline. Our team acted as an extension of RuggedMade’s 

team to provide timely guidance and ensure a painless transition. 

Opportunity Identified

RuggedMade Replatforms Website With 40% Increase 
in Organic Traffic

RuggedMade manufactures and sells log splitters, construction equipment, and other heavy-duty tools with a commitment to 

providing durable, reliable products at an affordable price. The business decided to replatform and redesign their website to provide 

an even better shopping experience. If your business has ever performed a website replatform, you know the process can be 

overwhelming. It’s often more complicated than it appears and rarely goes according to initial plans. Companies often dread the slow 

process and are tempted to rush through it without considering SEO – resulting in dramatic organic traffic declines. Paid search ad 

performance can also drop if redirects aren’t set up correctly.  

The Situation

ROI Revolution is the retheming and replatforming dream team. 

From concept to completion, they led us through this complex 

process, informing our decisions with sage advice based on a 

wealth of experience and industry best practices. The website 

we developed together continues to yield the SEO [and paid 

search] results every ecommerce business strives for.

- Ben Brewin, Director of Marketing, RuggedMade 
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C A S E  S T U DY

Prior to the replatform, RuggedMade’s 
organic traffic was stagnant for six months, 
with a slow decline starting to show. Since 
the replatform, RuggedMade’s website 
traffic has grown consistently. Best of all, 
the update was launched with no negative 
impact to keywords or traffic! 


